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IF ANY OF THE ABOVE AFFECTED EITHER THE ARTIST’S LIFE EXPERIENCE OR WORK BECAUSE IT/THEY  

PROVIDED A CHALLENGE AT THE TIME, PLEASE EXPLAIN. 

None of  the above qualities of  the designer provided a challenge for the time.

DID THIS DESIGNER DO NOTABLE WORK IN FIELDS OTHER THAN WHAT WOULD TODAY BE CONSIDERED GRAPHIC DESIGN? EXPLAIN.

Carson’s value as a creative exploded through his design work for magazines such as Transworld

Skateboarding and Ray Gun. This opened up the door for him to do other types of  creative work,

such as directing television commercials.

FOR WHAT IS THIS DESIGNER MOST NOTED?  EXPLAIN.

Carson is most noted for his unmistakable typography, which is often displayed in various sizes,

overlapping, both vertical and horizontal, and often paired with what we today would refer to as

“grunge” imagery.

IS THERE ANYTHING CONTROVERSIAL ABOUT THIS DESIGNER? EXPLAIN. 

There is controversy when it comes to Carson’s design style. Critics of  Carson’s work

would say that his message gets lost in the way he presents it, although Carson directly refuted

this idea with his work Don’t Mistake Legibility for Communication.

EXPLAIN THIS DESIGNER’S EDUCATION/TRAINING, INCLUDING ACADEMIC, APPRENTICESHIPS, AND /OR MENTORSHIPS.

Carson found the world of  design later than most. He was working as a high school teacher in

California at age 26 when he took a small two week course over commercial design. After this, he

attended a commercial design school for a short time before taking a job as a designer for a small

surf  magazine.

DID THIS DESIGNER PROMOTE A SPECIFIC IDEOLOGY IN HIS/HER WORK? EXPLAIN. 

Carson’s work promotes an ideology that legibility does not equal communication. Though his

work may not flow as a sentence or body of  text, the message is clear.

David Carson

DESIGNER’S FULL NAME: David Carson

DESIGNER’S PSEUDONYM/NICKNAME: None

GENDER: Male

YEAR BORN: 1955

COUNTRY IN WHICH DESIGNER BORN: United States of  America

YEAR DIED: ---

COUNTRY IN WHICH DESIGNER DIED:---



WHY IS THIS DESIGNER VIEWED AS ICONIC IN THE HISTORY OF GRAPHIC DESIGN? 

Carson is viewed as iconic in the history of  graphic design because of  his radical style and

youthful, rebellious motifs.

IS THERE ANY OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION TO KNOW ABOUT THIS DESIGNER?

Carson’s work as artistic director for Ray Gun magazine is commonly seen as revolutionary in the

world of  graphic design. Carson worked with no rules, which could be attributed to either his lack

of  technical education or his upbringing in counter-cultural subcultures. Whatever the reason may

be, the outcome is irrefutably successful. Carson’s designs have won him countless awards and

accolades.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

YOUR NAME: Richard Crossno 

STATE YOUR EDUCATED OPINION OF THIS PERSON AND THE QUALITY/IMPORTANCE OF HIS/HER WORK. EXPLAIN WHAT INFLUENCE – OR LACK OF 

INFLUENCE – THIS WORK HAS HAD ON YOUR OWN.

David Carson is an esteemed and highly recognized American graphic designer. Carson’s fame is mainly within art and design circles, 

although those interested in counter-cultural subcultures may also recognize Carson and his work. He is commonly viewed as a pioneer 

in the world of  design despite having nearly no formal education on the matter. Carson found the world of  design later than most, and 

worked as a high school teacher in California at the age of  26 when he then took a small two-week course over commercial design. After 

this, he attended a commercial design school for a short time before taking a job as a designer for a small surf  magazine. Carson’s value 

as a creative later exploded through his design work for magazines such as Transworld Skateboarding and Ray Gun. This opened the 

door for him to do other types of  creative work in a variety of  medias. Today Carson is most noted for his unmistakable typography, 

which is often displayed in various sizes, overlapping, both vertical and horizontal, and often paired with what would now be referred to 

as “grunge” imagery.

I personally believe David Carson’s design work to be revolutionary in the way it made many designers re-think of  how they could 

effectively communicate. I also believe it to be unknowingly reactionary to the design tropes and “rules” of  its time. Carson was not very 

formally educated in design, so perhaps this lack of  knowledge on the traditional rules of  design was the reason for Carson’s counter-

cultural approach. Carson is a highly effective communicator who found a way to innovate in an industry where innovation is not always 

met with appreciation.

The importance of  David Carson to the field of  graphic design is hardly understated. Carson is viewed as iconic in the history of  

graphic design because of  his radical style and youthful, rebellious motifs. With notoriety often comes controversy, and there is certainly 

controversy when it comes to Carson’s design style. Critics of  Carson’s work would say that his message gets lost in the way he presents 

it, although Carson directly refuted this idea with his work Don’t Mistake Legibility for Communication. Carson’s work promotes this ideology 

that the ability to communicate a message is not dependent on legibility. Though his work may not flow as a sentence or body of  text, 

the message is clear. His work as artistic director for Ray Gun magazine is commonly seen as revolutionary in the world of  graphic 

design. Carson worked with no rules, which could be attributed to either his lack of  technical education or his upbringing in counter-



cultural subcultures. Whatever the reason may be, the outcome is irrefutably successful. Carson’s designs have won him  

countless awards and accolades. 

Carson’s work has influenced my personal thoughts on graphic design and in a way effectively reengineered how I view the task of  

communicating a message. If  nothing else, I’ve learned that “rules” should be looked at as merely “previously successful suggestions.” 

An old solution to the problem of  communicating a message may not solve a new problem. Carson’s work stands out and capitalizes on 

the attention it garners, which is a goal that all designers can look to achieve, regardless of  the message.
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